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The Journal of Clinical Investigation

The loss of functional β cell mass contributes to development and progression of type 2 diabetes (T2D). However, the molecular mechanisms differentiating islet dysfunction in T2D from nondiabetic states remain elusive. In this issue of the JCI, Son et al. applied reverse engineering to obtain the activity of gene expression regulatory proteins from single-cell RNA sequencing data of nondiabetic and T2D human islets. The authors identify unique patterns of regulatory protein activities associated with T2D. Furthermore, BACH2 emerged as a potential transcription factor that drives activation of T2D-associated regulatory proteins in human islets.

Pancreatic β cell failure in type 2 diabetes

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a chronic and progressive disease that is increasing worldwide (1). Although both insulin resistance and impaired insulin secretion contribute to the development of T2D, the loss of functional β cell mass plays a central role in the progression of the disease (1, 2). T2D risk loci in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are often related to β cell development and function (3). Longitudinal studies have shown that a decline in insulin secretion determines the conversion from normoglycemia to glucose intolerance to T2D, and the long-term dependence on insulin treatment in T2D (4). Thus, the preservation and restoration of healthy β cells are logical therapeutic goals, yet remain insufficiently addressed by current therapies. The shortcomings of current T2D treatment reflects our limited understanding of the pathology of β cell failure in human T2D (1). For more than 700 T2D risk loci identified by GWAS, each locus has a relatively small effect and some are at noncoding regions without known functions (3). Human T2D islets show activation of multiple stress pathways, including endoplasmic reticulum stress, oxidative stress, and inflammation (1, 5). However, the contribution of each stress pathway to islet failure and the interplay between genetic susceptibility and stress pathways remain ill defined.

Filling a knowledge gap

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) of human islet cells has been tapped to fill a knowledge gap in the pathogenesis of β cell failure in T2D (6). However, a consensus for a T2D-specific gene expression signature is unsettled because lists of differentially expressed genes in separate scRNA-Seq data show little agreement (6). In this issue of the JCI, Son, Ding, et al. utilized 6,137 sets of scRNA-Seq data of each human islet cell from four donors without diabetes and six donors with T2D were reverse engineered to determine activities of regulatory proteins in each cell (Figure 1) (7). Regulatory proteins included 1,813 transcription factors (TFs), 969 co-TFs, and 3,370 signal-transducing proteins whose activity directly regulates gene expression level. Based on the assumption that an activity of a given regulatory protein (a master regulator protein, MR) determines the expression level of its target genes, transcriptome data were converted into protein activity through two algorithms. Both algorithms were previously validated in cancer cells and others (8, 9). The first, Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks (ARACNe), analyzes a large set of gene expression data (over 100 required) to identify clusters of genes ( regulons) whose expression changes together through direct interaction (8). Once regulons are identified by ARACNe, scRNA-Seq data of each cell are interrogated to assign the activity of approximately 6,000 regulatory proteins by virtual inference of protein activity enriched regulon analysis (VIPER) (10). VIPER calculates the activity of each regulatory protein by combining activation/repression levels of its target genes; activity will receive a high score if multiple positively regulated genes are highly upregulated and multiple negatively regulated genes are strongly repressed. The current study used metaVIPER, a version of VIPER capable of assigning MR to a regulon incorporating MR and target gene information previously obtained in a wide range of cells (9).

The activities of MAFA (β cell TF) and IRX2 (α cell TF) assigned to each islet cell showed high correlation with INS (insulin) and GCG (glucagon) mRNA expression, respectively, validating the performance of ARACNe and metaVIPER in processing human islet scRNA-Seq data.

What are the advantages of converting scRNA-Seq data to activity of regulatory proteins? A major limitation of scRNA-Seq is the substantial proportion of genes that
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The activity of regulatory proteins in each human islet cell changes, depending on factors such as cell identity (α vs. β cells) and disease status (nondiabetic [non-DM] vs. T2D). Son, Ding, et al. (7) used reverse engineering to extrapolate the activity of each regulatory protein from the expression level of target genes. Gene expression profiles were obtained by scRNA-Seq analysis, and regulatory protein activity was predicted using two algorithms, ARACNe and metaVIPER. Metabolically inflexible (MI) β cells showed transcription factor (TF) and co-TF activity changes, as exemplified in this model by increases in PPARγ and FOXO1 activities in T2D islets. Notably, BACH2 was implicated as one driver of T2D regulatory protein activities.

Figure 1. Reverse engineering of single-cell RNA sequencing data profiles regulatory protein activity in human islet cells. The activity of regulatory proteins in each human islet cell, depending on factors such as cell identity (α vs. β cells) and disease status (nondiabetic [non-DM] vs. T2D). Son, Ding, et al. (7) used reverse engineering to extrapolate the activity of each regulatory protein from the expression level of target genes. Gene expression profiles were obtained by scRNA-Seq analysis, and regulatory protein activity was predicted using two algorithms, ARACNe and metaVIPER. Metabolically inflexible (MI) β cells showed transcription factor (TF) and co-TF activity changes, as exemplified in this model by increases in PPARγ and FOXO1 activities in T2D islets. Notably, BACH2 was implicated as one driver of T2D regulatory protein activities.

remain unassessed (gene dropout) due to low sequencing depth (6). The metaVIPER algorithm can assess activity for regulatory proteins whose expression levels are too low for detection by scRNA-seq (7). Moreover, the data obtained indicate activity that is more biologically relevant than the expression level of a regulatory protein. Since the activity of each regulatory protein is estimated from approximately 50 target genes, the activity data have high fidelity (9). Importantly, Son, Ding, et al.’s profiling of regulatory protein activities provided a landscape of nondiabetic and T2D human islets, leading to a number of exciting findings (7). First, the authors identified human α and β cell clusters enriched in T2D islets and defined a pattern of regulatory protein activity representative of T2D islets. Second, they found BACH2 as a regulatory protein that drives T2D-islet protein activity signatures. Third, they showed that a small subset of regulatory proteins, such as BACH2, drives T2D disease phenotypes and can be targeted to reverse the process. Indeed, suppression of BACH2 improved β cell function in a mouse T2D model and human T2D islets (7).

Son, Ding, et al. grouped human islet cells into 10 clusters consisting of four β cell– and six α or α cell–like clusters based on profiles of protein activities. The activities of the following key islet regulatory proteins were evaluated to characterize clusters: metabolic inflexibility (MI) and stress drivers (PPARγ, PPARα, FOXO1, etc.), endocrine progenitor markers (RFX6 and RFX7), and stem-like-cell TFs (NANOG, MYCL, and POU5F1) (11, 12) (Figure 1). Interestingly, a major factor that governed clustering was MI. Nondiabetic islets were enriched with metabolically flexible, high-JNS-expressing β cells (MI−) and metabolically inflexible, weak-GCG-expressing α cells (MI+). In comparison, T2D islets were dominated by metabolically inflexible β cells (MI+) that also showed high activity of stress response regulatory proteins. For α cells, T2D islets were enriched with metabolically flexible cells that showed progenitor/stem-cell-like features (MI−), a cluster that may reflect β to α cell transition. With T2D-associated signature in hand, 15 proteins were chosen for their high activities in T2D over nondiabetic islet cells (MI+ vs. MI− for β cells and MI− vs. MI+ for α cells). Single-cell gain-of-function sequencing (scGOF-Seq) of nondiabetic islets overexpressing 15 candidate regulators yielded three promising candidates (BACH2, CUX2, and AFF3) that change protein activities from nondiabetic to a T2D-like profile. When these candidate proteins were downregulated in T2D islets, BACH2 changed the regulatory protein profile from T2D-like to nondiabetic (as determined by Perturb-Seq; ref. 13). BACH2, a member of the BACH family of basic leucine zipper TFs, is highly expressed in lymphocytes and some neuronal cells (14). BACH2 polymorphisms are associated with autoimmune diseases, including type 1 diabetes, which is attributed to a role of BACH2 in the regulation of T lymphocyte function (15). However, BACH2 is also involved in β cell development and stress responses. BACH2 protects β cells from apoptosis under cytokine exposure (16). Altered expression of BACH2 has been seen in dedifferentiated mouse β cells (17). More relevant to T2D, BACH2 and its target genes showed signs of activation in an assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-Seq) of human T2D islets (18). In the current study, the immunoreactivity of BACH2 was markedly increased in both α and β cells of human pancreas from T2D donors. An increase in Bach2 mRNA levels was also noted in islets isolated from diabetic (db/
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erogeneity of β and α cells defined by tran-
scription data. Identification of multiple clusters for β and α cells in the current study agree with het-
erogeneity of β and α cells defined by tran-
scription data in scRNA-Seq (6). Do subclass-
es of α and β cells defined by protein activity profile correlate with subclasses defined by gene expression? Another limitation is that the candidate regulatory proteins were validated in a limited number of donors. Further studies expanding the number of donors are needed to strengthen the results, determine hierarchy among candidate reg-
ulators, and identify additional regulators. The function of BACH2 in the development of β cell failure in T2D and the long-term durability of BACH2 inhibition to reverse β cell failure require further study. While the current study indicates that suppression of BACH2 activity improves β cell function, it has also been reported that BACH2 sup-
pression in β cells exacerbates β cell apopto-
sis under cytokine exposure (16).

Despite its limitations, the study by Son, Ding, et al. (7) is a substantial leap forward in the use of transcriptome data to understand molecular pathways linking β cell demise to T2D. Camunas-Solar et al. performed scRNA-Seq in human islet cells that were also evaluated by patch clamp to combine gene expression with elec-
trophysiology (19). Bosi et al. integrated three scRNA-Seq data sets and proposed 
defective insulin secretion, sterol regul-
element–binding protein (SREBP) sig-
naling, and oxidative stress as candidate pathways representing T2D pathogenesis (20), and Wigger et al. obtained a serum lipidome, islet bulk transcriptome, and islet proteome from each donor to allow correlation between the three omics (21). By integrating information obtained from multiple approaches, we will gain a better understanding of the molecular pathways controlling β cell dysfunction in T2D and how these may be targeted for treatment.
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